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CANAL CONNECT

We are excited to present the third edition of Canal Connect. Days full 
of Arts, Science and Technology. The event has been growing every year 
and now we can safely say that it has generated considerable interest 
not only among citizens, but also among national and international 
creators and scholars, who are increasingly aware of this event and the 
proposals we welcome.

This year, we have a global premiere, bold improvisation with 3D 
Artificial Intelligence by Mikael Fock from Denmark, and numerous 
national premieres of state of the art performances from Japan, Norway, 
France and Switzerland, all with surprising and revolutionary elements. 
We have finally achieved our dream from three years ago, when we 
set out to create a regular event that would put Madrid on the map as 
a centre of attraction and development for the latest trends in stage 
research. Trends that connect the Arts, Science and Technology, because 
these are the three fundamental tools that are shaping our world 
today and driving its future. A future that is now closer than we ever 
could have imagined. That is why it is so important for us to try to 
understand, critically analyse, share with citizens and enjoy it. In this 
constant fight between the different utopic and apocalyptic views about 
the times to come, I believe that it is our responsibility to give a more 
objective, equidistant view, sharing the reality of this new culture and 
society that is developing without creating fear or panic, but with an 
open mind to understanding and to the beauty of newly created artistic 
forms. The future will catch up with us, no matter what we do, so we 
are better off anticipating our vision and getting used to the changes 
that are bound to come.

In the art world, like in the science world, everything is designed 
around human beings. It’s what drives creation and research. We 
have a clear educational position, but we also look to bring together 
the accuracy of the discourses presented and the strength and beauty 
of their aesthetics. This year’s programme ticks all of these boxes and 
draws unprecedented lines between the past and future of the arts.

We will also have a new exhibition by international curator Charles 
Carcopino, who is bringing with his Máquina Orgánica (Organic 
Machine) everything that is transforming one of the most progressive 
sciences today, apart from having the closest connection to life: biology 
and its different branches of genetics, biotechnology, biodynamics, 
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biorobotics and biomedical applications, as well as ecological and 
environmental. It’s an exhibition that shows where we are, where 
the lines between mechanical and artificial begin to blur into the 
lines between the organic and the living. A revolution of surprising 
possibilities that we will present with a series of works by some of 
today’s biggest artists in this inclusive and equal exhibition. Women are 
making their mark in the world of science and technology like never 
before. We are also seeing this in the arts, with young people pursuing 
prestigious international careers such as Iranian Yosra Mojtahedi, 
Spanish María Castellanos Vicente or Brazilian Anaisa Franco, and many 
more. Together with their no less prestigious counterparts, they will 
take the people of Madrid on an unprecedented journey of discovery, 
beauty and intelligence as revolutionary as their own topics.

All that’s left is for me to ask these Madrileños, who have been so 
generous and meticulous in their taste, to join us for another year and 
enjoy this feast of the future in movement, of performing arts that 
reflect the latest human advances. We know you will love the event. 
It will open your minds, which are always so grateful and ready to be 
mesmerised.

Blanca Li
Artistic Director of Teatros del Canal
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NONOTAK
Shiro
Electronic music and visual art
Premiere in the Region of Madrid

Sala Verde
24 March – 9.00 pm
15€ / 12€ / 9€

NONOTAK is a joint project of the French illustrator Noemi Schipfer 
and the Japanese architect and musician Takami Nakamoto, inspired 
by minimalist architecture and optical art. Their specialty is the 
creation of immersive environments in the field of art installations 
and performance. Playing with light and sound, they create pieces 
in which they combine a unique use of space and architecture and 
the creation of geometric structures in movement, creating ethereal, 
immersive works of art and dreamlike environments. They have 
worked and experimented in the fields of architecture, music, digital 
art, scenography, theatre, cinema, dance, design and fashion.

They have received commissions from Mapping Festival 
(Geneva), EM15 ELEKTRA / MUTEK (Montreal), La Nuit Blanche 
(Paris), Roppongi Art Night (Tokyo), Axcess Art Gallery (New York), 
Stereolux (Nantes), Lunchmeat Festival (Prague), KIKK Festival 
(Belgium) o Sonar (Barcelona) and exhibited at several art institutions 
worldwide including the Tate Modern in London, Multimedia Art 
Museum Moscow, L’Opera in Lyon, Bâtiment d’Art Contemporain 
in Geneva, Theatre de NEW Vorst, La Fabrique, Pavillon Carré de 
Baudouin, Le Générateur and the Centre Georges Pompidou. In 
2016 they appeared on the “30 under 30” list of Forbes magazine in 
the “Art and Design” section. Noemi and Takami blend the virtual 
and the real, creating a universe of interactive sound and slight 
metamorphosis which envelops not only the artists, but also the 
audience, generating a unique sensory and visual experience.

Countries: France - Japan
Duration: 45 mins
(without interlude)

Use of strobe lighting

Creation 2016

Noemí Schipfer, visuals
Takami Nakamoto, music
Production: Nonotak Studio

PHOTOGRAPHS:
©ARNAUD DEPREZ
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MIKAEL FOCK
SH4DOW—who is master
who is Shadow?
Live improvising AI - 3D 
Premiere in Spain

Sala Negra
24 March – 8.00 pm
25 March – 6.00 and 8.30 pm
26 March – 12.00 and 5.00 pm
9€

The Eu-Ai Lab SH4D0W is the first performing arts production 
starring an artificial intelligence creation as the protagonist. The 
play is performed in the 4D Box, a theatre stage capable of creating 
mixed-reality illusions of virtual 3D objects interacting with live 
performers. The AI character is represented as a shape-shifting 
neural network, which gradually takes control of the universe.

In the play SH4D0W, director Mikael Fock associates the 
relationship between man and machine with the clever scholar and 
his shadow in the H.C. Anderson fairytale of the same title. The 
focus is on the human encounter with its virtual shadow, which is 
represented by the data-driven artificial intelligences surrounding us.

The play is a journey into the heart of an artificial intelligence 
creation, where emotions and data are the unacknowledged trade 
between us and the machines.

The performance is an immersive 3D experience, driven by a live 
AI creation, creating a 3D universe of sound, lighting and a visual 
representation of an artificial intelligence machine that interacts 
with the surroundings and the live actor.

Country: Denmark
Language: English (with Spanish 
subtitles)
Duration: 1 hour

Warning: stroboscopic lights

Director and producer: Mikael Fock
AI artist:
Cecilie Waagner Falkenstrøm
3D Visual artist:
Carl Emil Carlsen / Sixth Sensor
Sound artist: Yann Coppier 
Performer and AI improviser:
Luise Kirsten Skov 
Concept & Manuscript: Mikael Fock
Light design:
Vertigo Mikael Fock Production
Sponsors:
The Danish Arts Foundation

PHOTOGRAPHS:
©4D BOX
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CYRIL TESTE / COLLECTIF MxM
LA MOUETTE (The Seagull)
based on the work by A. Chekhov
Theatre
Premiere in Spain

Sala Roja
29 March – 8 p.m.
30 March –  8:30 p.m.
9 €

LA MOUETTE (THE SEAGULL) is a comedy written by Chekhov. A 
comedy in which, however, death strikes like a thunderbolt, and 
which ends with these words: “Konstantin has just killed himself”.

Announced moments before the curtain falls, Treplev’s death, 
shrouded in mystery, will be followed by nothing but silence. It 
could be argued that he dies because he has lost Nina for good, or 
because he failed to become the artist he dreamt of becoming. Or by 
a third hypothesis that I come up with, which excludes neither the 
first nor the second.

I have never before understood so well the mad desire to live, 
to love or to make theatre that is alluded to in LA MOUETTE. To 
live to the very end, to love to the point of despair, to act, even if 
it isn’t enough, even if it’s bad: that is what this play is all about. A 
“comedy”, as Chekhov calls it, which certainly implies courage, but 
also a powerful desire to cry. The time has come to immerse oneself 
in it. Yes, to dive in, like when we dive into water – but with the 
only certainty that the time is now, and with the sole objectives of 
discovering and sharing its secrets.

Cyril Teste, October 2020

Country: France
Language: French
(with Spanish subtitles)
Duration: 2 h (no intermission)

With: Vincent Berger, Olivia Corsini, Katia 
Ferreira, Mathias Labelle, Liza Lapert, 
Xavier Maly, Pierre Timaitre, Gérald 
Weingand • Stage design: Cyril Teste / 
Colectivo MxM • Artistic collaboration: 
Marion Pellissier and Christophe Gaultier 
• Playwright: Leila Adham • Translation: 
Olivier Cadiot • Set design: Valérie Grall • 
Lighting: Julien Boizard • Video creation: 
Mehdi Toutain-Lopez • Original images: 
Nicolas Doremus and Christophe Gaultier 
• Computer-generated video creation: Hugo 
Arcier • Original score: Nihil Bordures 
• Sound engineer: Thibault Lamy • 
Costume design: Katia Ferreira assisted 
by Coline Dervieux • Technical direction: 
Julien Boizard • Stage manager: Simon 
André Frédéric Plou and Flora Villalard • 
Sound manager: Nihil Bordures, Thibault 
Lamy and Mathieu Plantevin • Lighting 
manager: Julien Boizard and Nicolas 
Joubert • Audio-visual manager: Baptiste 
Klein, Pierric Sud and Mehdi Toutain-
Lopez • Camera crew: Nicolas Doremus, 
Christophe Gaultier, Paul Poncet and 
Marine Cerles • Communication and press: 
Olivier Saksik • Administration, production 
and distribution: Anaïs Cartier, Florence 
Bourgeon and Ludivine Rhein • Selected 
videos by Hugo Arcier are from De rerum 
natura • The scenery was produced by 
Artom Atelier • The images are assembled 
and distributed using the Smode 
multimedia server.

Production: Collectif MxM
the Fondation d’entreprise Hermès as part 
of its New Settings programme

Co-production: Bonlieu Scène nationale 
Annecy – Théâtre du Nord CDN de Lille 
Tourcoing Hauts-de-France – Printemps 
des Comédiens, Montpellier – TAP-
Théâtre Auditorium de Poitiers – Espace 
des Arts Scène nationale de Chalon sur 
Saône – Théâtre de Saint-Quentin-en-
Yvelines-Scène Nationale – Comédie 
de Valence, Centre dramatique national 
Drôme Ardèche – Malraux Scène 
nationale Chambéry-Savoie – Le Grand 
T, Théâtre de Loire-Atlantique – Théâtre 
Sénart-Scène nationale – Célestins, 
Théâtre de Lyon – Scène Nationale 
d’Albi – Le Parvis Scène nationale Tarbes 
Pyrénées – Théâtre Vidy Lausanne – 
CDN Orléans Centre-Val de Loire – La 
Coursive, Scène nationale La Rochelle 

In remembrance of Hervé Blanc.

Collectif MxM is an artist associated with 
the Bonlieu Scène Nationale Annecy, the 
Théâtre du Nord CDN de Lille Tourcoing 
Hautsde-France, and supported by the 
Ile-de-France General Directorate of 
Cultural Affairs - Ministry of Culture and 
Communication and the Ile-de-France 
region.

Cyril Teste, Julien Boizard and Nihil 
Bordures are members of the Espace des 
Arts ensemble.

Cyril Teste is a member of the Ensemble 
artistique de La Comédie de Valence, 
Centre dramatique national Drôme-
Ardèche.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
©SIMON GOSSELIN
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VERDENSTEATRET
Trust me tomorrow
Performance
Premiere in Spain

Sala Negra
30th March – 7.30 pm
31st March – 8.00 pm
9 €

Trust me tomorrow enters experiences of blindness from both lack of 
light and too much light. It is evoking the possibility of entering 
darkness as a space for projection, imitation and desire. The interior 
darkness of a camera and the bright crystalline interior of the eye 
are both sites of a learning process – guided by the basic attraction 
to bring movements into light.

It is a floating composition ranging from the quiet, elegant and 
introspective to a disturbed and fuzzy mindscape. An occurrence 
sequence staged in a calm room. Seeking to reveal an alternative time.

Trust me tomorrow is a sensorial and diffracted experience where 
rendering is happening between the actual space and memory. 
It speaks to the ability or failure to get into each other’s heads. 
So it speaks to self-consciousness, subconsciousness and other 
consciousnesses. Trying to find the railing, a guide, something to 
orientate by in the groping darkness. In a world that is folding back 
into itself.

Country: Norway
Duration: 1 hour
(without intermission)

Warning: flashing lights

By and with: Ali Djabbary,
Asle Nilsen, Espen Sommer Eide, 
Janne Kruse, Laurent Ravot, 
Magnus Bugge, Martin Taxt, 
Niklas Adam and Torgrim Torve
Thanks to: Andrea Bakketun, 
Bálint Laczkó, Icaro Zorbar
and Piotr Pajchel
Produced by Verdensteatret in 
collaboration with Ultima - Oslo 
International Music Festival,
Black Box Teater, Oslo and 
Rosendal Teater, Trondheim
Support: Arts Council Norway and 
The Norwegian Ministry of Culture

PHOTOGRAPHS:
©JENNY BERGER MYHRE
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COMPAGNIE SAM-HESTER / 
PERRINE VALLI
Cloud
Dance

Sala Verde
1st April – 8.30 pm
2nd April – 6.00 pm
9 €

“A child is a rebel”, Simone de Beauvoir

Cyber-modern youth has brought about major changes in every 
field: teaching, creation, communications, business, relationships… 
How do we adapt to their expectations and new perspectives on the 
world? How do we impart values to them? How do we inspire them? 
How do we learn from them? Virtual reality and reality now overlap 
so much that they make up our world and the way we understand, 
enjoy and transform it. Absorbed in an epistolary virtuality, we live, 
develop and are moved in an immaterial world. We live in a blurry 
and translucid cyberworld, half-tangible, half-abstract, half here, half 
there, as if we were living in a landscape and in the painting of that 
landscape at the same time. ‘Are our bodies happier here or there?’ 
is a question we may well ask since our presence is twofold. We 
transform our daily lives into an illustrated and immaterial saga. We 
‘un-realise’ our existence to better share it. We minimise the time 
we spend in the real world with too many virtual concerns, virtual 
friends and virtual issues. Just take a look at our bodies: Our postures 
are identical as we are all bent over, obsessed with our screens.

We are gripped by virtuality when we live in the real world, 
and gripped by reality when we live in the virtual one. When we 
lift our heads, we breathe in a breath of reality in our continuous 
virtual apnoea, as if we were anchoring ourselves in the present, in 
the here and now; as if we wanted to make sure we were still alive, 
something other than ghosts, ‘profiles’, and data…

We are undoubtedly witnessing one of the most spectacular 
metamorphoses in human existence. What will our children do with 
this new paradigm? What will the ‘cloud’ or ‘cloud computing’ look 
like? Will this technological groundswell turn out to be a deep and 
deadly spell or a potentially rich and magical metamorphosis?

Such is the challenge that new generations will seemingly have 
to face…

Country: Switzerland
Duration: 1 hour

Creation: 2019
Choreography: Perrine Valli
Performers: Nhât-Nam Lê Evita 
Pitara, Sasha Gravat-Harsch, 
Armand Deladoëy
Participation: About twenty 
children – in association
with the host venue
Music: Eric Linder / Polar
Text: Fabrice Melquiot
Lights: Laurent Schaer in 
collaboration with Charlotte 
Curchod
Costumes: Kata Tóth
Assistants: Iona D’Annunzio,
Fabio Bergamaschi
Promotion:
Gabor Varga – BravoBravo 
Administration:
Laure Chapel – Pâquis Production 
Production: 
Association Sam-Hester /
Arte Libera
Co-production: Théâtre 
Forum Meyrin, Dôme Théâtre 
(Albertville), CDCN Le Gymnase 
(Roubaix), Reso – Dance Network 
Switzerland in the context of the 
Fonds Jeune Public

Premier: L’Octogone Théâtre de 
Pully in the frame of the festival 
‘Les Printemps de Sévelin’
Tour: Théâtre Forum Meyrin, 
Théâtre du Crochetan (Monthey), 
festival Le Grand Bain (Roubaix), 
Dôme Théâtre (Albertville), Young 
Dance Festival (Zug), Casino 
Theater (Zug), Casino Théâtre de 
Rolle, CCRD (Delémont), ongoing

Residencies: CDCN Le Gymnase 
(Roubaix), La maison des 
compagnies (Meyrin), Dôme 
Théâtre (Albertville), Scenario 
Pubblico (Catania), ADC studios 
(Geneva)

Sponsorship: Pro Helvetia – Swiss 
Arts Council, Loterie romande, 
Juchum Foundation, Stanley 
Thomas Johnson Foundation, 
Ernst Göhner Foundation, City of 
Rolle, La Vaudoise Assurances, 
Region of Nyon

Photography: Seth / Charlotte 
Curchod (photos of the rehearsal)

PHOTOGRAPHS:
©GREGORY BATARDON
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MÁQUINA ORGÁNICA 
Exhibition

Scientific progress is transforming our fundamental and epistemological 
ideas about life.

Countless discoveries, such as DNA sequencing and manipulation 
using gene editors (CRISPR/Cas9), the creation of artificial organs 
and exobots have allowed us to integrate more and more devices and 
technology, even into our own skin.

The development of artificial intelligence and deep learning, as 
well as the generalised use of various types of algorithms, are really 
driving machine autonomy. As a result, the lines separating them from 
the living are increasingly faded and our relationship with technology 
increasingly stronger.

If machines manage to fascinate and transform us to a point where 
life becomes intrinsically linked to technology and its developments, 
they are doing so in the most peculiar and dangerous way. Thanks 
to development and the Anthropocene, technologies are about to 
transform the book of life and irreversibly disturb its order. Now, it’s 
not about knowing what we are going to do, but about ontology, that is 
beings and the planetary future of life. Existential angst is increasingly 
common, with the hype generated around technological advances in 
life which have literally made science fiction a reality.

According to transhumanist thinking, the future of humanity cannot 
be separated from the technological evolution that merges with our 
body and disrupts everything, to the point that we are questioning the 
very origins of life.

Organic machines transform, repair and enhance living things, 
while those with artificial intelligence are becoming so autonomous 
that they are the first power to be able to organise and manage the flow 
of information between humans.

A demiurgic illusion that has become reality, giving life to a 
machine in such an organic way that they cannot be differentiated 
from humans. Technology is the beating heart of our society, and this 
new kind of creation gives life to animate organic machines with body 
transformations that redefine the known limits of the living.

This year, Canal Connect is continuing to explore technology and its 
evolution with this theme. This third edition of the exhibition series 
on machines, Máquina Orgánica, is an invitation to travel to the core of 
technology and the limits of the living.

Charles Carcopino
Exhibition curator
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PHOTOGRAPHY:
filip custic ©COURTESY OF ONKAOS

From March 23rd
to April 23rd

Visiting hours

TUESDAY 
TO FRIDAY

From 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

SATURDAYS
From 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

and from 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

SUNDAYS
From 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

and 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Price: €3
———

Free entry for all
the spectators who present

the entrance of any show
of CANAL CONNECT or other

show this season.



INES ALPHA
JOHANNA JASKOWSKA
Augmented Reflections
Augmented reality installation
designed by Hyper Studio

Sala Verde / hall floor 0

Augmented reality filters have become a field of artistic exploration 
as popular as creative.

The design of digital masks generated in real time and readable 
from various mobile applications, such as Snapchat, has become in 
a very prolific sector in which new talents have emerged. These 
artists work both in the world of art and culture as in the fields 
of advertising and luxury. Máquina Orgánica exhibition brought 
together two of these artists in an installation created by Hyper 
Studio: Ines Alpha and Johanna Jakowska.

His creations do not start from a blank sheet, but from the faces 
of the visitors on which they are applied as if it were 3D makeup.

The faces of the visitors are transformed, invaded by floral 
extensions, organic prostheses or living materials... These mirrors 
are like open doors that question our new identities, transformed by 
technology.

Country: France

Creation and design: 
Hyper Studio
14 screens Installation 

Ines Alpha’s filters:

Johanna Jaskowska’s filters:

Self Reflection
Narcisse
A space odyssey
Blast
Badland
Turfu
No name

PHOTOGRAPHS:
©ALEX DE BRABANT
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RALF BAECKER 
Floating Codes
Site-specific light and sound installation

Centro Coreográfico Canal / Studio 3

Floating Codes is a site-specific light and sound installation that 
performs the inner workings and hidden aesthetics of artificial 
neural networks, the fundamental building blocks of machine 
learning systems. The exhibition space itself becomes an open 
neural network that processes information, its constant alternating 
environment (for example, the day-night cycle) including the 
presence of the visitors. The network consists of 250 custom 
artificial neurons (perceptrons) arranged in a hexagonal topological 
grid. These neurons are able to register light stimuli and react by 
sending out light pulses to communicate with other neurons in 
the space. Signals are looping, mutating, feedbacking, and canceling 
themselves, resulting in a complex and continuous altering of visual 
and acoustic movements. The installation places the visitors in the 
center of the computational dialog of the neural network.

Country: Germany
Year of production: 2022

Custom electronics, custom boards 
(PCB), microcontroller, high power 
LED, speaker, power supplies

Production Studio: Ralf Baecker
Production assistants: Timo 
Johannes, Juan Luque Valbuena 
and Felix Fisgus

PHOTOGRAPHS:
©RALF BAECKER
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FRANCE CADET 
Demain les robots
[Robots tomorrow]
Video installation with 7 secret screens,
pods and magnifiers fitted with polarizing filters 

Centro Coreográfico Canal / Studio 2

Baby robots in gestation...
Through this collection of Matrix-like artificial wombs in which 

baby robots are growing, artist France Cadet wonders about a 
possible future where machines would be able to reproduce on their 
own, freed from human beings!

The future definitely seems to belong to robots and artificial 
intelligence but will humans ever have a place in this world?

Tomorrow, shall we all become robots?
Shall we necessarily merge with the machine in order not to be 
overtaken, such as some of the most fervent transhumanists claim? 
Ultimately could the mind exist alone in the machine?

Recent advancements in reproductive cloning associated with the 
arrival of the first artificial wombs for human, might soon allow 
the ectogenesis (pregnancy outside the body) envisioned by Aldous 
Huxley in his Brave New World. Human reproduction is likely to get 
rid of biological body.

Cronenberg-style organic pods, magnifiers and glasses fitted with 
polarizing filters allow the audience to catch a glimpse of this future 
through the looking glass. The sound of the baby’s heartbeat in utero 
resonates in the room accompanied with the sound of little bubbles 
in water.

Country: France
Year of production: 2019

Coproduction: Gamerz

PHOTOGRAPHS:
©FRANCE CADET
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MARÍA 
CASTELLANOS VICENTE
Unexpected Ecosystems 
Live installation

Sala Roja / hall floor 1

Unexpected Ecosystems is an installation that aims to explore the 
interaction between plants and soft machines through the use of 
Artificial Intelligence. The plants’ intelligence and the AI cohabit 
in the installation, together learning and creating unexpected 
collaborations between both beings.

The machines, fed by the electrofisiology data from the plants, 
learn from the electrical activity of the plants and thanks to an 
AI evolve each day. The plants also learn from their environment 
and from their relationship with the machines. Another global AI 
synchronizes all the soft machines in the installation, which means 
that what one machine discovers the others learn too.

The work is an installation composed by three little greenhouses 
where machines and plants co-habit together. The idea is to avoid 
as much as possible the human interaction with plants and observe 
how plants and machines evolve together along the time.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
©MARÍA CASTELLANOS VICENTE
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Countries: Norway / Spain
Year of production: 2022

Materials: 3d printed structures, 
acrylic, electronics, aluminum, 
silicon robots, and plants 

Development of technical systems: 
Alberto Valverde

Unexpected Ecosystems is a 
project that was created with the 
2020 Leonardo Grant for Cultural 
Researchers and Creators from the 
BBVA Foundation.

Created in the framework of 
the FeLT – Futures of Living 
Technologies – project by Oslo 
Metropolitan University (Norway)



filip custic
pi(x)el 
Sculpture, performance video, 3D video

Centro Coreográfico Canal / Studio 6

A hyperrealist sculpture, immobile in a rectangular pedestal, wears 
a suit of digital screens. Strategically located over features including 
the mouth, eyes or genitals, each screen is a treasury of body-part 
images filmed from a diverse cast of models. With a simple swipe, 
the viewer can change these images, using the suit to shape a new 
body which looks beyond age or gender.

If we remove the letter in brackets, we are left with “piel” 
(skin), which is what we see of the work through the prism of the 
screens. The artist presents the work and its creation with a filmed 
performance. A video of the 3D model will also be shown.

Country: Spain
Year of production: 2022

Silicone, metal, 25 Led screens
180 x 60 x 41 cm
pi(x)el video series, 2022
4K video, 33 seconds
Instragram performance
video pi(x)el

PHOTOGRAPHY:
filip custic © COURTESY OF ONKAOS
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DISNOVATION
A Bestiary of the Anthropocene
Large size graphic installation

Sala Roja / corridor floor 1

A Bestiary of the Anthropocene includes: 100+ original collages and 
handmade pointillist illustrations | 60 written observations on select-
ed hybrid specimens & creatures | 11 long contributions, and original 
critical essays by leading experts.

A Bestiary of the Anthropocene is an illustrated compilation of 
hybrid creatures of our time, equally inspired by medieval bestiaries 
and observations of our damaged planet. Designed as a field 
handbook, it aims at helping us observe, navigate, and orientate 
into the increasingly artificial fabric of the world. Plastiglomerates, 
surveillance robot dogs, fordite, artificial grass, antenna trees, Sars-
Covid-2, decapitated mountains, drone-fighting eagles, standardised 
bananas… each of these specimens are symptomatic of the rapidly 
transforming “post-natural” era we live in. Often without us even 
noticing them, these creatures exponentially spread and co-exist 
with us.

Country: France
Year of production: 2021

A Bestiary of the Anthropocene:
DISNOVATION.ORG
& Nicolas Nova 
Illustrations: Maria Roszkowska 
(DISNOVATION.ORG)
Publishing House: Onomatopee
Format: 256 pages, Paperback, 
148×210 mm, silver ink on ultra 
black paper

PHOTOGRAPHS:
©DISNOVATION.ORG
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ANAISA FRANCO
Selflexion
Customized software, computer,
camera, light and projectors

Sala de Cristal / floor -2

Self lexion is a playful biometrically controlled piece of software 
which uses a facial recognition system to scan, compile and exhibit 
the faces of the last 500 people who have entered the room.

All of the gathered faces organically oscillate on the walls of 
the room in different projections, in an uncritical metaphor on the 
use of selfies, the facial recognition and the lack of consensual and 
unreflective intimacy they entail.

#biometrics #facerecognition #selfie #interactiveart #museoexhbition 
#anaisafranco

Country: Brazil
Year of creation: 2022

Commissioned by: CAB
Centro de Arte Caja de Burgos
Interactive software:
Antonio Mechas
Sound design:
Inertia Sonic Arts
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FÉLIX LUQUE SÁNCHEZ,
VINCENT EVRARD 
Y DAMIEN GERNAY 
Perpétuité II
[Perpetuity II]
Installation / robotic performance

Sala de Cristal / planta -2

We confront our own disappearance, as our technological creations 
rise above us as masters of automation. But they also substitute 
Sisyphus, like him condemned to repeat and undo a task in 
perpetuity.

In Perpétuité II, the artists take over a robot that searches and 
moves thousands of coloured sleeping pills to draw the data 
generated by an algorithm. This task becomes an anthropomorphic 
performance in the exhibition space, intertwining the digital and the 
natural, the synthetic and the human, choreography and repetition, 
fluidity and matrix, robot and animal.

Countries: Spain / Belgium
Year of creation: 2022

Custom wood pedestal
(1400 x 1400 x 700 mm),
Omron Quattro robot with a 
controller, compressor, metal 
structure, computer, custom 
electronics and custom 
mechatronic parts,
6.000 resin pils 

Authors: Félix Luque Sánchez,
Vincent Evrard and Damien Gernay
A co-production by la Bienal
Chroniques, del Secteur arts
numeriques, Federation
Wallonie-Bruxelles and iMAL.
With the support of the Centre
Wallonie-Bruxelles Paris
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YOSRA MOJTAHEDI 
Vitamorphose
Installation / sculpture interactive in movement

Centro Coreográfico Canal / Studio 4

Vitamorphose is a sculptural and sound installation which establishes 
a bodily relationship with the viewer. It unites organic forms 
and minerals and creates an object that is both alive and inert, an 
abstraction of the human and animal body, in a universe both poetic 
and ironic.

Through its different forms it alludes directly to Venus, the god 
of love, of seduction, of feminine beauty and civilisation. To give life, 
it joins the masculine fire with the feminine water.

Vitamorphose also speaks of censorship by showing stones and 
rocks turned into male and female sexual organs.

Vitamorphose is a robotic sculpture, made from flexible materials, 
that reacts before other living beings: their mere presence will 
change its structure. The object, which at first appears immobile and 
dull, will occasionally give “signs of life”. Looking at the sculpture, 
viewers will ask themselves: is it alive? But what is life?

Until 19th century, a distinction was made between “living” and 
“inert” material. Where is the line drawn between one and the other. 
Are my fingernails alive? Is the enamel on my teeth alive? Today, 
in the light of our scientific knowledge, we are tempted to redefine 
life as that mysterious and universal tendency of matter to associate, 
organise itself and become more complex. As far as we know, animal 
and plant life are at the most evolved stages. How do we classify the 
objects around us? Are they inert and dead, or do they have another 
life, a life different from our own? “Inanimate objects, do you have a 
soul?” wrote Alphonse de Lamartine (Harmonies poétiques et religieuses, 
1830).

Country: Iran
Year of creation: 2019

Production: Le Fresnoy - Studio
national des arts contemporains

Materials: silicone, plaster, speaker, 
computer, motor robot

PHOTOGRAPHY:
©YOSRA MOJTAHEDI
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YOSRA MOJTAHEDI 
Sexus Fleurus
Installation / sculpture interactive and in motion

Centro Coreográfico Canal / Studio 4

Sexus Fleurus is a body, a feminine space, a skin, a sensual flower, an 
animal and human reflection on the desire to be / touched.

A plant form inspired by the organs of the human body, anchored 
in our modern age with their complex issues: (de)connection with 
nature, the definition of life and of “living beings”, anthropology, 
the human body and its taboos, and the way in which us humans 
respond to a sensual form in a public space. Sexus Fleurus is framed 
as much in the history of the living as in that of the dead, in our 
current reflections on the body and desire, and on the limits 
imposed by the laws of society that change our physical nature: a 
re-reading of the ancient myths and a return to the feminine source.

Sexus Fleurus is a sculpture, a human machine, floral-animal, 
which invites the viewer to experience through touch.

This sculpture appears inert. The pistil of the flower moves 
occasionally. Sometimes the movement stops. When the viewer 
touches and strokes the pistil-organ, it moves and pulses faster.

The pistil of this flower is made from silicon (soft robot). It 
is composed of: a stone sculpture / motorised needles / hoses / 
sensors / leather-skin.

Country: Iran
Year of production: 2021

Materials: Silicone, leather,
stone, air, pipes, computer,
soft robot

In association with Inria - Defrost
(Deformable Robotic Software)

In collaboration with the scientist
Stefan Escaida Navarro

PHOTOGRAPHY:
©YOSRA MOJTAHEDI
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Centro Coreográfico Canal / Studio 5

The word “reliquias” comes from the Latin reliquiae, meaning “remains”.
The distinctive epithet mirabilis in Latin means “admirable, 

marvellous”.
Trees breathe and transpire... Their sap drips... Soaking their 

bodies with the nutritional elements necessary for their defence 
mechanisms. The sap becomes resin to later form scars on the tree 
when it is wounded. This vegetal exudation is the mucus that the 
tree needs to live and to defend itself.

The fluid in bodies is necessary for life and for growth. Sap soaks 
plants, blood soaks our bodies. Liquid feeds souls and existence. The 
milk which comes from women’s breasts, the water which feeds 
our mother earth, the elixir of life, feelings, tears, love before death. 
When sap and blood flow through out bodies, we exude suffering, 
we remove it from ourselves and from our lives, causing it to 
evaporate slowly and inexorably.

This interactive sculpture was made from dead branches gathered 
from the forest. In this way, the reconstituted tree is symbolically 
reborn. Thanks to an interactive device (computer + microcontroller 
+ sensors + water jet) olfactory liquid is released from its outer bark 
and from its entrails, from the top to the the upper part to the roots, 
which are bathed in a container.

The liquid oozes, drips, flows in tiny proportions, slowly or 
rapidly as the audience approaches. It emanates a delicate carnal and 
floral aroma.

Countries: France / Iran
Year of creation: 2022-2023YOSRA MOJTAHEDI

&
SCENOCOSME
Gregory Lasserre & Anais met den Ancxt 
Reliquiae mirabilis
Interactive sculpture

PHOTOGRAPHY:
©SCENOCOSME & YOSRA MOJTAHEDI
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ENRIQUE RADIGALES 
Environtech
Video / naturcultural environment

Sala Verde / hall floor 0

Environtech is not simply an installation that incorporates 
technological elements to others more of a natural or animal 
character or, at least, in summary, related to fauna and flora. The 
proposal could rather be defined as an attempt to question the 
limits that separate the spheres of culture and nature, through the 
production of an environment that expands the notions of technique 
and technology to other forms of non-human life. Starting from a 
frame of metal profiles that formally comes from the drawing of 
architectures dedicated to data traffic, such as, for instance, the 
servers from which information is distributed, Environtech is laid 
out as a biotope or a naturcultural environment -according to the 
terminology used by Donna Haraway- to account for the interspecies 
communications that occur beyond our language. The installation, 
in that sense, depicts the possible coexistence between certain 
organisms, bringing together that which is animal, vegetal, human 
and their artificial constructions. In a non-mediated coexistence, 
which thinks life from a random perspective, beyond the properly 
human and its epistemology, opening itself to ontologies derived 
from biology towards other coexistence and existence that erase the 
separation between species and natural kingdoms. 

Alfredo Aracil

Country: Spain
Year of production: 2018

Format: monochannel, color, sound
Duration: 00:02:35

PHOTOGRAPHY:
©ENRIQUE RADIGALES
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SABRINA RATTÉ
Objets-monde
[Objects-world]
Interactive installation

Sala de Cristal / floor -2

Objets-monde is interested in the traces that humans leave on the 
environment as well as the way in which these become an intrinsic 
part of our ecosystem. Abandoned objects, such as cars and computer 
screens, were captured with the help of photogrammetry to create 
a video collage composed of extracts from reality. Re-contextualized 
in disproportionately large proportions within landscapes seen 
from afar, these objects stand out like the ruins of monumental 
architecture. The absence of life as well as the luminous atmosphere 
of the work create a tension between apocalyptic feeling and 
nostalgia, between precious object and waste, between idealized 
nature and the indelible presence of human traces. These vestiges 
of the Anthropocene are deployed within an interactive installation 
in collaboration with Guillaume Arseneault, and a soundtrack 
composed by Roger Tellier-Craig. This is the single-channel version 
of the project.

Country: Canada
Year of production: 2022

Interactive installation
+ 2 prints, 177 x 118cm
Interactivity:
Guillaume Arseneault
Soundtrack: Roger Tellier Craig

A production by
Le FRESNOY - Studio
national des arts
contemporains (Tourcoing)

PHOTOGRAPHS:
©SABRINA RATTÉ
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SABRINA RATTÉ
Floralia
Video series, installation, wallpaper / virtual reality

Sala Verde / hall floor 0

Inspired by the writings of Donna J. Haraway, Ursula K. Le Guin, 
and Greg Egan, the work plunges us into a speculative future, where 
samples of then extinct plant species are preserved and displayed 
in a virtual archive room. Through editing and visual strategies, 
this archive room is sporadically transformed under the effect of 
interference caused by the memory emanating from the listed plants, 
revealing traces of a past that continues to haunt the place. Floralia is 
a simulation of ecosystems born from the fusion of technology and 
organic matter, where past and future coexist in a perpetual tension 
of the present.

Country: Canada
Year of production: 2021

Images and soundtrack 
composition: Sabrina Ratté
Sound design and mix by:
Andrea-Jane Cornell

PHOTOGRAPHY:
©SABRINA RATTÉ
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MÓNICA RIKIĆ 
Especies IV, V y VI
[Species IV, V and VI]
Handmade electronic devices

Centro Coreográfico Canal / Studio 2

Especies IV, V y VI is part of a series of pieces based on imagining 
alternative evolutionary possibilities for the evolution of artificial 
intelligence. It is made from a set of robotic devices, built based 
on algorithmic and electronic structures inspired by philosophical 
principles, representing a small inorganic ecosystem.

Believing in the existence of techno-diversity implies that 
technology shifts to form part of the cultural plan and that in the 
future, perhaps, it will be considered part of the biodiversity of 
each community. Using this speculative assumption as a start point, 
this project questions whether we will be able to include artificial 
cognitive systems as part of the configuration of the world, accepting 
them as an independent species of conscious and sentient organisms.

Beyond questioning the technological resources needed 
to develop artificial consciousness, this project argues that its 
possibilities for existence also lie in a question of philosophical 
attribution. For this, the set of three robotic devices which form 
this work of art are built from algorithmic structures inspired by 
philosophical principles that define possible existential, evolutionary, 
conscious and sensitive processes through creative programming. 
They represent processes far removed from human simulation, in 
search of the machinic condition itself.

This small inorganic ecosystem simulates, through physical-
digital behaviour, processes that invite us to identify them as 
sentient organisms. They are dramaturgical devices that stage a 
possible evolution of AI.

Country: Spain
Year of creation: 2023

PHOTOGRAPHS:
©MÓNICA RIKIĆ
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MÓNICA RIKIĆ 
La computadora que
quería ser incomputable
[The computer that
wanted to be incomputable]
Handmade electronic devices

Centro Coreográfico Canal / Studio 2

La computadora que quería ser incomputable is a futuristic fictional 
proposal that opens the debate on whether artificial intelligence 
can be creative or not. The work depicts a small intelligent machine 
frustrated by the impossibility of not being creative, of not being 
sufficiently human.

The entire installation takes place within a transparent glass box 
placed on a pedestal. Inside the box is a soft-robot, displayed as a 
work of art, and which demonstrates its frustration and anguish at 
not being creative, a work of art itself, as the AI wishes to be.

Through different audiovisual actions, changes in the robot’s 
shape and a voice-over, it becomes a physical audiovisual device of 
emotional expression.

This project speaks about the loss of confidence in and between 
humans and questions the capacity of the machine to be genuinely 
creative, reflexive and the intrinsic impossibility of becoming 
incomputable. At the same time, it invites us to retake control of 
ourselves through technology as a tool for social construction that 
has mutated everything, highlighting what it cannot replace.

Country: Spain
Year of creation: 2020

PHOTOGRAPHS:
©MÓNICA RIKIĆ
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SCENOCOSME
Gregory Lasserre & Anais met den Ancxt 

Akousmaflore
Interactive art

Sala Verde / foyer floor 0

Akousmaflore is a garden made up of musical real plants which react 
to touch. All the plants awaken at the smallest human touch with 
words or sounds. They react when we touch them and when we 
are near because they are sensitive to our electrostatic energy. They 
begin to sing when spectators stroke or rub them.

Scenocosme artists blend the possible hybrids between plants and 
digital technology in their works of art. The plants are natural living 
sensors, sensitive to the different flows of energy emitted by our 
bodies or from their surrounding environment. In this project the 
artists interpret these flows perceived by the plant through a sound 
interaction. They initiate a treaty, a modification of the information 
linked to the actions of the spectators in the work of art. Contact 
with the plants allows them to generate or superimpose sound 
flows, as well as modify their colours and fluctuations. This work 
of art proposes a specific language of vegetation which manifests 
through sound compositions which are translated into personalities 
and behaviours, these generate feedback: they influence the reaction, 
emotion and perspective of the spectator.

Country: France
Year of Creation: 2007-2023

Scenocosme sensitive and 
interactive musical plants:
Grégory Lasserre & Anaïs met
den Ancxt

PHOTOGRAPHY:
©SCENOCOSME: GRÉGORY LASSERRE

& ANAÏS MET DEN ANCXT
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Centro Coreográfico Canal / Studio 4

Matières sensibles is composed of a series of sculptures made from fine 
and delicate sheets of wood veneer, in this case flame-treated ash. 
These sheets have independent sound-making areas which follow 
the natural grain of the wood. Through their research, Scenocosme 
artists have developed an invisible and delicate artistic and technical 
process. This meticulous work has given them the opportunity 
to compose a rich and sensitive score, which can be appreciated 
by touching the different drawings of the wood. They invented 
this biohacking process which they call “marqueterie interactive” 
(interactive marquetry).

The Scenocosme wooden sculptures emit sounds when viewers 
rub them. They tremble, purr and squeak. They produce a great 
range of sounds. Through sound they stimulate gestural and 
haptic behaviour. These sculptures were designed as if they were 
instruments which emit different sounds when played. Depending 
on the sculpture, the relationship may be sonorous only, or sonorous 
and visual at the same time.

Scenocosme has been creating interactive works of art with a 
unique approach of hybridisation between natural elements and 
technology for many years. They create symbolic and sensitive 
interrelations between the body and the environment, whether it be 
natural or social.

Country: France
Year of creation: 2013-2023

Scenocosme: Gregory Lasserre
& Anais met den Ancxt

SCENOCOSME
Gregory Lasserre & Anais met den Ancxt 

Matières sensibles 
[Delicate materials]
Wooden sound sculpture /
interactive marquetry & biohacking

PHOTOGRAPHY:
©SCENOCOSME: GRÉGORY LASSERRE

& ANAÏS MET DEN ANCXT
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Centro Coreográfico Canal / Studio 4

The project Prévisible makes use of regional European climate 
change models, taken from a study by the engineering company 
GeographR which tracks climate changes in the region of Grand 
Site Sainte-Victoire (to the east of Aix-en-Provence, in France). 
From a perspective of the future climate, Prévisible advocates for 
the questioning of notions of predictability and responsibility in 
complex realities.

The first image we see before us is a relief map of the region of 
Grand Site Sainte-Victoire.

When the “Start” button is pressed, time rapidly advances from 
2020 to 2100, creating a projection, a possible scenario for the 
coming years, which is based on a combination of climate variations 
(temperature and precipitation) and regional climate models. The 
speed then reduces and the film rewinds. Every time it restarts, 
a new projection appears, ad infinitum. The simple action of the 
viewer clicking “Start” sets the course of the future. In the climate 
projections of Euro-Codex European climate models, all the possible 
futures are shown, which vary depending on the socioeconomic 
outlook (RCP) over an 80 year timeframe.

Country: France
Year of creation: 2020

Production: M-topia
Supported by: DICREAM,
Provence-Alpes-Cote d’Azur 
Region(FR)
Created with the production 
platform Chroniques, supported
by Seconde Nature and ZINC
Project, launched and designed 
by M-topia / Fanny Bordier within 
heterotopies#2
Art design and creation:
Antoine Schmitt,
in association with GeographR / 
Philippe Rossello

Collaboration for audio sources: 
Jeroen Strijbos & Rob Van
Rijswijk and Universite de Lorraine, 
sous-direction des usages du 
numerique production audiovisuelle 
et multimedia (FR)

ANTOINE SCHMITT 
Prévisible - hétérotopies#2
[Previsible - heterotopies#2]
Generative and interactive online
and offline audiovisual installation

PHOTOGRAPHS:
©ANTOINE SCHMITT
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Centro Coreográfico Canal / Studio 1

I.C.U. (Intensive Care Unit) is a robotic installation staging bedridden, 
sick, and suffering machines that react to the presence of viewers 
in a disjointed medical allegory where the mechanical creatures 
and their life support system start to move with pain and struggle, 
stretch, curl up, dislocate and resume form. This piece was 
conceived around the more general themes of an “ontology of the 
machine” and the “aesthetics of artificial behaviors” in a perspective 
based on the visual aspect of the machines and the programming of 
their reactions. Through the metaphor of an intensive care unit, this 
installation suggests alienation (an estrangement of reality) by an 
artistic appropriation of robotics and automation technologies. The 
strength of the overall simulacrum is emphasized by the inevitable 
instinct of anthropomorphism and projection of our internal 
sensations, a reflex triggered by any responsive phenomenon that 
challenges our senses.

The viewer’s experience happens at multiple levels. First, they 
are invited to explore in an immersive space where most of their 
senses are called upon (tridimensional soundtrack, close presence 
of articulated machines, evolving lighting, etc.) but they are quickly 
confronted in apprehending these phenomenons through human-
machine interaction and direct observation of the entities’ reactions 
to their own presence.

Country: Canada
Year of production: 2021

Supported by: Conseil des arts 
et lettres du Québec (CALQ)

BILL VORN 
I.C.U. (Intensive Care Unit)
Arts robot installation

PHOTOGRAPHY:
©BILL VORN
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Canal Connect offers a series of round tables that invite reflection, 
to ask ourselves questions, which allow us to dialogue with experts 
from different artistic, scientific and technological fields. This time, 
the conversation will revolve around ethical issues, the confluence 
of the human and the machine, interspecies communication, Etc. In 
this III Edition we have had the support of the Foundation Daniel and 
Nina Carasso, affiliated with the Fondation de France. Attendance at 
the round tab sles will allow free access to the exhibition Máquina 
orgánica.

ROUND TABLES
AND WORKSHOP



TABLE 1
Flow and the (in)organic
in hybridized spaces

At this table, some of the artists invited to the 
Organic Machine exhibition will share their work 
and experiences delving into the hybridization 
between technology and nature, the creation of new 
narrative languages, and proposing the expansion 
of the senses through interaction with his artistic 
pieces.

Sala Roja / Friday, March 24 – 7:00 p.m. 
Duration: 1h 15min
Language: English

Moderator: Pau Alsina, director of the UOC’s transversal 
Art, Science and Technology program, and of the 
ARTNODES magazine.
Speakers: the artists invited to Máquina Orgánica Yosra 
Mojtajedi, Gregory Lasserre and María Castellanos.

TABLE 2
Wide perception: system hacking

The scientific-technological evolution poses a 
change in the conception of the living being and 
the machine, as well as its essential and spiritual 
aspects. David Chalmers raised: ‘can it be a conscious 
machine?’, a question that artists and technologists 
have addressed, studying and researching on the self 
of the machine as its own entity.

In the same way, scientific and technological 
progress is allowing the hacking of living systems, 
causing them to extend their consciousness and 
their senses, thus changing their own perception 
and the way they communicate with the world.

Sala Verde / Saturday March 25 – 12:00 p.m. 
Duration: 1h 15min

Moderator: Ricardo Iglesias, multimedia artist and 
philosopher (UCM).
Speakers: Mónica Rikic, electronic artist;
Enrique Radigales, artist, curator and researcher;
Ana Tajadura, tenured professor in Computer Science 
and AI (UC3M), and researcher.

TABLE 3
Citizen science:
implementing a new paradigm

Social transformation is nourished by scientific and 
technological development; algorithms generated 
by people that allow coexistence and conversation 
between different social agents. Do science on the 
basis of citizen participation, with a final objective: 
to provoke the meeting and conversation between 
the different social agents.

Sala Verde / Saturday March 25 – 12:00 p.m.
Duration: 1h 15min

Moderator: Pampa García, journalist and coordinator
of the Science Media Center Spain.
Speakers: David Lanau, cultural mediator and 
researcher; Marcos García, cultural manager
and consultant in citizen laboratories; Laura Judith 
Marcos Zambrano, doctor in microbiology and 
researcher. IMDEA Institute.

TABLE 4
Ethical and interdisciplinary
dialogue on the future in the
evolution of our species

The evolution of science and technology has had a 
great impact on the concept of the human being, a 
concept that continues to evolve and raise ethical 
questions about aspects such as identity, the way of 
communicating or others.

We already live the extension of the extremities 
with the arrival of the mobile phone. How can 
we extend the senses? What implications do these 
scientific and technological developments have for 
the improvement, evolution and transformation of 
the human species? How do artistic and scientific-
technological disciplines dialogue in these contexts?

Sala Verde / Tuesday, March 28 – 7:30 p.m.
Duration: 1h 15min

Moderator: Alejandro Sacristán, CEO of Cyberiada 
Innovación and journalist of popular science, immersive 
technologies. FORBES top 40 futurists in Spain
(2021-2022).
Speakers: Idoia Salazar, founder and president of 
OdiseIA, observatory of the social and ethical impact of 
AI; Giuseppe Fico, professor of Biomedical Engineering 
at the UMP and secretary of the European Alliance for 
Biomedical Engineering; Mit Borrás, visual artist expert in 
Transhumanism and robotics, professor of Media Art and 
Digital Art at UCMIII and member of Frontviews Berlin.

WORKSHOP WITH GUEST ARTISTS

Data-synthesis: 
what if plants could get energy from data?

Artist: Joaquín Díaz (a.k.a. Joaku de Sotavento)
Mentors: Alfredo Miralles, Fabiola Simonetti and Fernando Fernández Sánchez 

Participants: between 10 and 15 students. Access only for adults

Teatros del Canal, in collaboration with the Carlos III University and with the participation 
of other educational institutions, organize a workshop with students and participants with 
diverse profiles related to the world of arts, humanities, sciences and technology, from 
different schools and Spanish universities. 

These participants will be able to work for a week with the artist Joaku de Sotavento, as 
well as with Fabiola Simonetti and Fernando Fernández Sánchez, to create a piece that will 
later be exhibited at Máquina Orgánica.

During the first four sessions of the workshop, work will be done on the 
conceptualization and training necessary to carry out the production of the interactive 
installation. The last three sessions of the workshop will focus on the production of the 
interactive installation. The selected participants will have the opportunity to work in a 
space for collaboration and creative experimentation to explore the relationship between 
technology and the organic. Topics that may be covered include ecology, biotechnology, 
symbiosis, evolution, and the relationship between technology and nature.

Formato mixto: online y presencial en Sala de Encuentros (entrada por Sala Roja)
From Wednesday 15 to Sunday 19 March
Free access until places are filled, prior registration at the following emails:
alfredo.miralles@uc3m.es / joaquindiazescultor@gmail.com

Schedules:
Wednesday 15 and Thursday 16 March: from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. (8 a.m.) 
Format: online
Friday, March 17: from 4:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. (5 h)
Format: face-to-face in the Sala de Encuentros
Saturday, March 18: from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. and from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. (7 a.m.)
Format: face-to-face in the Sala de Encuentros
Sunday, March 19: from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. and from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. (7 a.m.)
Format: face-to-face in the Sala de Encuentros

With the support of the Daniel and Nina Carasso Foundation, affiliated with the Fondation
de France, and with the collaboration of the Carlos III University of Madrid.

This programme is subject to modifications.






